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REPORT ON 2013 COUNTY CHAMPIONSHIPS

1. Overall outcome

I think the championships went well this year.  There were the usual handful 
of minor problems, but most of these were resolved quickly and without 
swimmers and spectators noticing.  Sessions started and finished more on 
less on time.

2. Entry numbers

These were up around 7.5% on 2012 and close the to the 2011 figure (3313, 
versus 3,082 versus 3,305).  All those who met the entry conditions were able 
to swim (there was one reserve swimmer for the 1500m who was offered a 
swim on the day).  It was sad to note that Slough and Eton had no entries this 
year. 

3. On line entry system

This went well and was universally liked by clubs and swimmers.  It 
significantly reduces the administration (and error) for clubs and for the 
swimming committee.

4. Licensed times requirement

As a result of the automatic checking of entry times to ASA Rankings within 
the on-line entry system, this went very well. 

5. AOE

We suffered a total AOE failure in the second race of session 1.  This was due 
to a problem with the AOE harness, something that has been on the verge of 
failing or many years.  We were able to deploy the backup harness purchased 
by the county in 2011 (exactly for this eventuality) and continue racing with 
only a 10 minute delay.  Magnet have now purchased a new harness which 
was used and worked perfectly on 23 March.

6. Revenue outturn 

Entry fees were up around £2,090 before Paypal fees of £711.  Door money 
was up £332, mostly from the Aldershot session where we increased the entry 
fee to match that of the other sessions.  Other cost were up £261, mostly on 
catering (although at £800 for 3 days this is a fantastic bargain).  Other 
income was similar (although we are still awaiting commission from 
Mailsports).  Overall, the surplus before pool costs and trophies was £21,900, 
up some £1,600 on 2012.
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7. Feedback from coaches
 
As usual we held a conference call (on 27 March) for coaches to feedback on 
the 2013 championships.  Minutes of this call are attached.

8. 2014

To be discussed at the Swimming Committee meeting.

9. Special thanks

Joanne Shields and Lesley Bromidge for the excellent catering.

Jackie Brown for managing our trophies so well over the last few years

RJ Moore
Honorary Championship Secretary
March 2013
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B&SB ASA
County Championships Feedback meeting
12:30; 27 March 2013
 
In attendance:
 
Rob Moore - County Championship Secretary
Stuart Fillingham – Assistant County Championship Secretary
Jonathan Mills  - County Swimming Committee
Matt Heathcock – Windsor
Paul Lloyd - Maidenhead
Jayne Fields – Reading
Nigel Willis - Bracknell
Liz Waddy – Chesham
Kevin Brooks - Wycombe
 
Apologies:
Cindy Bingham - Windsor
Jacky Rogers - Tilehurst
 
Minutes of meeting:
 
Rob and Stuart thanked all for dialling in.
 
Aim of the call was to receive feedback from the 2013 Championships and share 
thoughts and receive suggestions for the 2014 Championships.
 
2013 feedback:
 
Online entry system:

Matt: went really well no issues and saved a lot of administration at the club end. 
Kevin agreed that really successful.  Nigel agreed.  Parents considered quick and 
easy.
Liz: Puts onus in Jonathan if non-standard entries and not an ASA rankings time, 
but generally a great success.  Familiarity will improve when use again next year. 
Jayne: Development meet helped with familiarity.
Much effort put in by Jonathan and this was recognised by all.
Plan is to enhance the system next year.  For example  - restrict passes and 
coaches section plus relays entries all of which will be restricted to invitees only.

Volunteer roles:

Windsor have suggested that the volunteer roles should circulate between clubs 
to provide variety.

100IM :

Matt asked the meeting if the 100IM is still required, noting that its removal would 
make time available for other events.   Kevin and Nigel agreed with Matt that it is 
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not required.  Nigel and Paul suggested leaving the event only in the County 
Development meet.

Long term athlete development programme document not now due until 2015 - 
so this can not be used for guidance.

Can we consider keeping this event only for younger age groups or just for 
BAGCAT competitors?  

Agreed by all on call to keep as a BAGCAT only event until Long term athlete 
development programme document available.  Swimming Committee to consider 
based on feedback from all clubs.

100m events for 9 year olds:

These are not allowed by the licensing rules.  Hence the meeting debated if we 
should cease allowing 9 year olds to swim at this distance.  

Paul noted AoD rule means 9 year old swim twice in same age group in 
consecutive years.  Matt suggested change AoD to age at National as per 
Regional so younger swimmers have an opportunity to swim and prepare for 
Regional / National.  Swimming committee to consider going forward but not for 
2014 as this was considered a too radical a step.

The meeting agreed instead to recommend that the Swimming Committee 
consider a single age band for 9 year olds, who could only enter only 200m and 
50m events and would not be allowed to partake in either the BAGCAT 
competition or overall boy and girl rankings.  All agreed that this proposal and 
should give them an opportunity to swim.  It was further proposed that we will 
give medals but not trophies.

SF to review other counties practices and raise at Swimming Committee meeting.

QTs

It was noted that the meet was at capacity with some long sessions.  The meeting 
debated if we can we do Saturday / Sunday / Sunday instead of Saturday / 
Saturday / Sunday.  

SF observed that we first need to answer the question – do we want the same or 
less swimmers?  The meeting concluded that the aim in 2014 would be a 10-20% 
smaller entry than this year.

Nigel expressed a view that we should review QT’s and make them harder.   Liz 
noted that we need to match QT with results and the pool of swimmers.

The action was for Stuart to update the times from the bottom up whilst also 
comparing with other counties.
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Separate BAGCAT and Youth Competitions:

Nigel asked if we should run BAGCAT and Youth separately like Hampshire. 
Matt – No as there is much merit in everyone watching each other swim.  Kevin – 
added that counties is for younger swimmers so they should  be developed and 
be inspired by the older swimmers, hence need them all together.

Relays:

Open relays good at Aldershot – Kevin.

Will again communicate that need to formally request first leg relays into 
rankings.

Need to consider restrictions on number of weak teams a club can enter into the 
relays.

Relays session finished late.  If move Saturday to Sunday it will start and finish 
earlier. Or if not then may restrict to two heats. Or maximum of three teams per 
club.

However, it was an exciting end session and best atmosphere of the whole 
Championship which is generally missing in the sport.  Matt / Paul.

Should we introduce a common age at date for relays?  Currently at Nationals. 
Matt noted that it is important for  BAGCAT and Youths to  stay as national dates 
so can bring teams together for training as early as possible in the season.  It 
was proposed that we use the later of BAGCAT / Youth date.  Agreed.  Will also 
redesign and clarify entry forms.

Finals:

Consider a finals session by spreading out more.  Consider 2 full weekends. 
Swimming Committee to consider but restrictions at Magnet.  Note 7.5 hour 
swimming time limit anyway.

Kevin – We need to create the relays type atmosphere for the finals.  Dedicated 
age group finals session in North Bucks.  Final swimmers only on poolside. 
Introductions and music for bringing swimmers in.  To do age group finals difficult 
with the water time that we have.  Kevin suggested we take little steps to make a 
bigger impact.  Longer term game plan to get to age group finals.  Finals do 
encourage older swimmers to come back to prepare for Regional and Nationals.

Stuart and Rob to look at the programme for finals.

Long distance events:

800/1500 were non-ranking qualifying times in 2013 with preference given to 
those who are did have times on rankings.  Only 13 people took advantage (30%) 
of the no rankings time.  Hence it was proposed and agreed that going forward 
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we would apply the common rule that all entry times must be on rankings. 
Especially since all clubs have had one year of grace to get club championships 
competitions in order.

Why does the Aldershot date finish so late?  Due to the way in which the 
Garrison price the pool we only start at 18:00.  However we will consider an 
earlier start if the pricing mechanic changes going forward.  Clubs would lie to 
see a 20:00 finish at Aldershot.
  
Sweatshirts

Can the swimming committee consider another supplier?  Issues were perceived 
around: people / quality / queues / late arrival.

Thanks:

Formal thanks were proposed from Matt to Rob / Stuart / Jonathan.  Seconded by 
all on call.  Good feedback overall.  Withdrawals process good.  All works well.

2014 dates:

2014 Dates:  8/9 March at Magnet, 15 March Aldershot and 22 or 23 March at 
Magnet. 

However, if we do move to the Sunday, we will need to consider the ESSA 
Schools swimming date given it is Level 1 and attracts the older swimmers.  

We should also consider the British Swimming trials dates.  

Trophy secretary:

A possible volunteer has been identified.  Clubs will hear from swimming 
committee if the volunteer either declines or is not consider suitable.  

Maidenhead Marlins have identified a volunteer who could print the BAGCAT 
certificates on behalf of all clubs.  Action is for that individual to contact Rob / 
Stuart.

Development Meet:
 
Same format as last year.  County clubs only.  Finish at 19:30.  Details waiting on 
100m for 9 year olds and then they will be published on the web site.  Date 
13/10/13.

The meeting was reminded of the Age on Date issue.  This particular matter is on 
the agenda for the Swimming committee meeting in April.  Could potentially move 
to age at counties but this make create a potential license issue given so far in 
advance.
 
Meeting closed at 13:45
Minutes taken by Stuart Fillingham (Assistant County Championship Secretary)
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